DESIGN

Lite Console is a new concept of technical furniture, highly versatile and adaptable to any kind of 24x7 environment where practical and easy solutions are required. Thanks to its formal simplicity and visual lightness, it fits perfectly in all the technical environments that require a smart product capable to manage the required equipment of a conventional work post. At the same time, Lite Console allows a perfect organization to all the annexed environments to the control room where the customer require a High value technical furniture for the regular environments, getting and the end a full solutions with the same image and design.

The console design relies on the Functional Arc. It allows the managing of the wiring infrastructure and the location of the work post connectivity. The Functional Arc provides an easy access to installation and maintenance. Lite console allows an great ergonomy integration and the correct space to organize all the technology equipment, keeping the space perfectly clean with out any interference.
Lite Console disposes of two extremely light structural sides, attached to the main body of the Functional Arc, which facilitate the lifting of the work surface. The surface is made of phenolic compact resin, 13mm thick.
CONNECTIVITY

The Functional Arc allows all the cabling connectivity along the work-post and the location of the data and power supply sockets. The wiring is conducted continuously through the interior of the functional arc. The side covers (fig.1) are removable to facilitate the cabling managing. The cables come from the ground and are driven directly to the hardware tray or to the operator easy access upper covers.
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ERGONOMY

Lite Console has been ergonomically designed according to the criteria of the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, and following the standards of the UNE-EN ISO 11064 (Ergonomic design for control centers).

The upper area of the Functional Arc allows the integration of the ergonomic monitor supports to the monitor rail system. It entails a perfect and continuous adjustment of the screens.
As a standard, Max Compact panels come with decors on both sides. The core is black and the surfaces are available in different finishes.